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COLORADO SPRINGS COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
ENVISIONCOS SUMMARY 

01 August 2017 
 
Event Overview 

Logistics 
 Event: EnvisionCOS 
 Date: 19 July 2017 
 Location: Lincoln Center, 2727 N. Cascade Avenue, 5:30 pm – 7:00 pm   
 Attendees: Approximately 200 

Notification 
Invitations to attend were done at stakeholder outreach meetings, on the City webpage, 
through FB events and posts (post for event was boosted), printed brochures and distribution 
of these brochures at libraries and other venues, and word-of-mouth promotion. City staff 
participated in event organizers as early as March and carried through until the week of the 
event.  This event was also advertised as being on Facebook Live and was recorded live then 
later posted for viewing. 

Key Attendees 
 Mayor John Suthers 
 Merv Bennett, City Council, at-large 
 Jill Gaebler, City Council, District 5 
 Josh Green, Steering Committee Member and M.C. of the event 

Event Summary 

Summary Overview 
Important implications for the Plan and its process are that the Plan should instill a concept of 
democratized input, meaning that instances of public process and engagement may need to 
be considered in the Plan’s creation. While this may not be a traditional element of a 
Comprehensive Plan, providing opportunities for public participation in the land development 
process may provide staff with policy directives and support when facing conflicting situations 
where public input solicitation is placed into question. This derives from the positive audience 
feedback of having had the opportunity to vocalize their ideas to the City’s leadership and rests 
on the idea that people want a voice in government. 

Key Takeaways 
The following are outcomes from the dialogue during the meeting: 

 Creating an economic hub at Gate B for Fort Carson (B Street). 
 Pushing the City to de-TABOR. 
 Incorporating elements of sustainability through the Plan.  
 Investing in technology infrastructure such as high speed internet. 
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What We Heard 
This event was inspired to encourage dialogue with community leadership and residents who 
have younger perspectives. Many of the themes that came out of the conversation were 
related to prior input frequently voiced in our public outreach including sustainability and 
renewable energy, a vibrant downtown and development of the city core, increased walkability 
and bikeability, urban mobility, providing multiple neighborhood centers, recreational 
marijuana, de-Taboring, urban agriculture, etc.   

A new theme that arose was utilizing military base ports of entry/exit as economic centers.  
There are several significant jurisdictional issues associated with this including federal, county, 
and city cooperation. However, there are also a significant number of residents coming onto 
and off bases, possibly in the thousands. As such, these ports of entry could be celebrated 
and created into places where residents can live, work, play, and shop. 

Overall, the Comprehensive Plan needs to set the stage for the City to be more than just a 
reactionary body by serving as a proactive partner with local groups, including non-profit 
agencies, other government agencies, and business partners from all sectors. There is a strong 
desire for the City to establish itself as a prominent entity, signifying a shift in attitude towards 
local government in Colorado Springs.  

This shift in public perception is empowering the City to act as a central point from which 
community resources and energy can be further facilitated. The Plan, while recognizing best 
practices in planning methods and ideas, would greatly benefit the community if it embodied a 
strong assertive vision towards the future growth of the City. 
 


